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Season-invariant and Viewpoint-tolerant LiDAR Place Recognition 
in GPS Denied Environments 

 
Abstract— Place recognition remains a challenging problem 

under various perceptual conditions, e.g., all weather, 
times-of-day, seasons and viewpoint shifts. Different from most of 
existing place recognition methods using pure vision, this paper 
studies LiDAR-based approaches. Point clouds have some 
benefits for place recognition since they do not suffer from 
illumination changes. On the other hand, they are dramatically 
affected by structural changes from different viewpoints or across 
seasons. In this paper, a novel LiDAR based place recognition 
system is proposed to achieve long-term robust localization, even 
under severe seasonal changes and viewpoint shifts. To improve 
the efficiency, a compact cylindrical image model is designed to 
convert 3D point clouds to 2D images representing the prominent 
geometric relationships of scenes. The contexts (buildings, trees, 
road structures, etc.) of scenes are utilized for efficient place 
recognition. A sequence-based temporal consistency check is also 
introduced for post-verification. Extensive real experiments on 
three datasets (Oxford RobotCar [1], NCLT [2] and DUT-AS) 
show that the proposed system outperforms both state-of-the-art 
visual and LiDAR-based methods, verifying its robust 
performance in challenging scenarios. 

Index Terms—Across Season, LiDAR sensors, Long-term 
Localization, Mobile Robots, Place Recognition. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
LACE recognition enables robots to recognize revisited 
places, making it essential for Simultaneous Localization 

and Mapping (SLAM) and topological localization systems. 
Thanks to the great advances in computer vision and mobile 
robotics, the place recognition problem in ideal conditions, e.g., 
static environments, has been well studied. However, long-term 
place recognition in real world, where sensor representations of 
a revisited environment can have dramatic changes due to light, 
weather and season shifts, is still very challenging without the 
aid of external localization systems [3-5]. An example of 
seasonal variations is shown in Fig. 1. 

Since cameras are low-cost and small-size, vision based place 
recognition has attracted significant interest in recent years [6]. 
To achieve long-term place recognition, state-of-the-art visual 
methods mostly rely on either long image sequences or deeply 
learnt features. Sequence-based methods [7-8] utilize matches 
between sequences of images to replace matches between single 
images, where a sequence of images tends to be more robust for 
describing places than a single image. Deep learning based 
methods [9-10] take advantage of massive training data, which 
usually contains various variations of places, to train more 
robust hierarchical descriptors to handle kinds of environmental 
changes. Though these methods are promising for long-term 
localization under changing conditions, their precision-recall 
performances are rather limited for real application. 
Furthermore, the disability of visual sensors in challenging 
scenarios, e.g., direct glare or poor illumination, can limit the 
application of mobile robots for 24/7 tasks. 

  

   
Fig. 1 The exampling place in DUT-AS dataset under different environmental 
conditions, such as season shifts, times-of-day and heavy snow. Note the 
significant differences in appearance and structure over time. 

Compared with visual sensor, LiDAR (Light Detection and 
Ranging) is more robust to illumination variations and 
competitive in terms of ranging accuracy [11]. However, the 
LiDAR scans of a same place can vary dramatically across 
seasons due to occlusions caused by plant reproductions, 
structural modifications, viewpoint shifts, etc. As shown in Fig. 
2 (a), the two point clouds of a same place are geometrically 
distinct in winter and summer. Specifically, more points located 
on building and less on trees in winter, while more points on the 
trees and less on the buildings in summer. On the one hand, 
viewpoint shift leads to different scanning angles for the tree (in 
this case), which varies the number of 3D points representing it. 
On the other hand, viewpoint shift causes object occlusion, 
which affects visible area and number of points being scanned 
from the building behind. Fig. 2 (b) shows the disturbance of 
viewpoint shifts on LiDAR scanning. Therefore, LiDAR based 
place recognition across seasons is still very challenging, 
especially further considering the viewpoint shift problems. 

      
(a) 3D point clouds of a same place in winter (left) and summer (right). The 
color reflects the heights of points, where blue and red respectively represent 
the lowest heights (ground) and the highest heights (top building) in the point 
cloud. The white presents background where the target was not reached by 
LiDAR scanning. 

                          
(b) The viewpoint shift affects the field of view of scanning objects. 

Fig. 2 LiDAR scans suffer from seasonal change and viewpoint shifts. 
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Local and global features of 3D point clouds are designed to 
solve place recognition [12-13]. However, methods based on 
local features suffer from ambiguity and performance 
degeneracy due to seasonal changes. Global features based 
methods, in contrast, are viewpoint dependent. In addition, 
feature detection and description in 3D space are 
time-consuming. To achieve robust place recognition, 
segment-based methods [14] and deep learning methods [15] 
have been investigated to generate object-level descriptors of 
point clouds. Unfortunately, segment-based methods suffer 
from moving objects and structural changes, while deep 
learning based methods need plenty of data, which cost more 
than a year to collect. 

In this paper, a novel efficient and robust LiDAR place 
recognition system is proposed to tackle the challenges caused 
by season and viewpoint shifts. The main contributions are: 
Ø A novel cylindrical image representation of a 3D point 

cloud. It not only presents the details and layouts of scenes 
compactly but is also robust to viewpoint changes. 

Ø An efficient descriptor based on contexts and layouts of 
the scenes to achieve robust place recognition across 
seasons. Sequence-based temporal consistency is also 
proposed to deal with scenes with similar configurations 
of objects and local structural changes. 

Ø Extensive experiments on three public datasets are 
performed to prove the validation and performance of our 
method under challenging seasonal changes. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A.  Vision-based Place Recognition 
Recently, condition- and viewpoint-invariant visual place 

recognition has received significant attention for long-term 
localization in large-scale outdoor environments. Churchill and 
Newman [16] proposed an experience-based navigation system, 
which uses distinct visual experiences to present the scene 
variations. Although this method can elegantly handle visual 
appearance changes, it needs reserve multiple traverses of a 
same path in a topological map. To enable SeqSLAM [7] to be 
viewpoint-invariant, Milford and Cadena [17] utilize deep 
learning techniques to generate synthetic viewpoints. However, 
sequence-based approaches rely heavily on long image 
sequences and exhaustive sequence matching, which is 
time-consuming. ABLE [18] is a project aiming to perform a 
life-long visual topological localization in a robust manner. 
Illumination invariant transformation, sequences of images 
and matching of binary features are applied to deal with 
various perceptual conditions. However, viewpoint invariance 
is not considered. 

Motivated by attaining human-like interaction with 
environments, many researchers use semantic information 
learnt by deep learning techniques to accomplish 
condition-invariant place recognition. Han and Beleidy [19] 
introduce a place representation approach that simultaneously 
integrates semantic landmarks and holistic information to 
achieve place recognition in long-term autonomy. For each 
place, the authors construct a graph and learn its embedding 

through an optimization formulation. In [20], Garg and Milford 
leverage the complementary nature of place recognition and 
place categorization processes to create a hybrid place 
recognition system that uses place context to inform place 
recognition. Furthermore, the authors developed a suite of 
novel semantic- and appearance-based techniques to enable 
high performance place recognition for opposite viewpoints 
[21], which propose a Local Semantic Tensor descriptor of 
images using the convolutional feature maps. Naseer and 
Burgard [22] combine sequence-based matching and deeply 
learnt features to achieve place recognition, in which they 
exploits network flows to leverage sequential information to 
improve the localization performance and to maintain several 
possible trajectories hypotheses in parallel. To compare images, 
they consider a semi-dense image description based on 
histogram of oriented gradients features as well as global 
descriptors from deep convolutional neural networks trained on 
ImageNet for localization. 

B LiDAR-based Place Recognition 
Though lidar scan is robust to illumination conditions and 

captures geometry in a fine resolution, it is still challenging to 
use 3D point clouds for robust and efficient place recognition. 

M2DP [13] is a global descriptor for 3D point clouds, which 
is generated by projecting a 3D point cloud to multiple 2D 
planes and generating a density signature for points for each of 
the planes. However, it is susceptible to distribution change of 
point clouds caused by seasonal changes. SegMatch [14] is a 
place recognition algorithm based on 3D segment matching. 
But moving objects and structural changes alter segmentation, 
resulting in poor performance in long-term place recognition. 
In [23], image model of point cloud and local features are 
leveraged to achieve place recognition, which is fast and robust 
to changing illumination conditions. However, their image 
model is suitable for well-organized point cloud and not robust 
to viewpoint changes caused by lane shifts. In addition, the 
local features suffer from variations caused by seasonal 
change. 

Kim and Park [24] present a long-term localization 
method that exploits the structural information of an 
environment via an planform image format. The proposed 
localizer learns a point cloud descriptor, and performs robot 
localization on a grid map by formulating the place recognition 
problem as place classification using a convolutional neural 
network. In this work, the point clouds are projected into 
planform, which lead to rather limited match and recall rate. 
Promoted by deep learning technique in 3D vision, 
PointNetVLAD [15] combines PointNet [25] and NetVLAD 
[10] to achieve more robust place recognition using CovNet 
(Convolutional Neural Network) features of point clouds. 
However, this method is trained on plenty of data, which cost 
more than a year to collect. Limited by the network of PointNet, 
the input point clouds need be reduced to 4096 points, which are 
sparse and have poor performance on presenting structures and 
details of scenes. In [26], Siamese network [27] is leveraged to 
evaluate the similarity of two point clouds. However, this work 
does not address the problem of seasonal changes. 



  

 
Fig. 3 The proposed cylindrical image representation generation framework 

III. IMAGE REPRESENTATION OF 3D POINT CLOUDS 

A. Overview of Image Representation Generation 
In order to gain a brief understanding of our image 

representations of 3D point clouds, we start with the 
description of image generation. As shown in Fig. 3 (a), the 3D 
point cloud, which is obtained by accumulating a sequence of 
2D or 3D LiDAR scans, is projected into a cylindrical 
coordinate system. Then the cylindrical space is divided into 
several wedge-shaped voxels shown in Fig. 3 (b). Due to the 
high density of raw point cloud, there may be many 3D points 
projected into a single wedge-shaped voxel. To reduce 
redundancy and improve efficiency, we only reserve the point 
closer to vehicle in Euclidean distance in each voxel. As shown 
in Fig. 3 (c), the cylindrical surface is spread into a flat grid 
map according to baseline determined by the direction of UGV 
(Unmanned Ground Vehicle). Note that the grids are divided 
uniformly in normalized coordinate system. To generate image 
representation, each grid is regard as a pixel and its gray value 
is computed using the geometric information between the 3D 
point belong to the grid and its neighbors. The resulting image 
shown in Fig. 3 (d) shows the good performance of presenting 
the contexts of the scene, especially the trees and the buildings. 

B. Sequence-based Place Definition 
In this work, we combine a sequence of LiDAR scans to form 

a dense point cloud, which is regard as a place. For 2D LiDAR 
scanners, it is necessary to accumulate a sequence of 2D scans 
to form a 3D point cloud. For a 3D LiDAR scanner, its vertical 
field of view is usually limited and a single scan tends to be 
sparse. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), a single scan from 3D LiDAR is 
inadequate to coverage the scene for detailed structures and 
layouts. In addition, a place recognition algorithm which 
leverages a longer sequence of LiDAR scans is more robust 
with respect to local structural changes caused by temporary 
occlusion or buildings rebuilding. 

Note that all the LiDAR scans in three datasets are labeled 
with global poses where they are collected. To accumulate a 
sequence of LiDAR scans to form a more descriptive place, we  

 
(a) a single 3D LiDAR scan            (b) sequences of 2D/3D LiDAR scans      

Fig. 4 Exampling places represented by a single 3D LiDAR scan and 
sequences of 2D/3D LiDAR scans 

sum the transforms between adjacent poses until the total is up 
to a threshold value (40 m for Oxford RobotCar and DUT-AS 
dataset, 20 m for NCLT dataset). Usually, the poses of UGV can 
be easily obtained by pose tracking techniques, such as wheel 
odometry, visual odometry, etc. Though pose tracking 
techniques suffer from accumulating errors, the drifts in short 
distance are acceptable in our work. As shown in Fig. 4 (b), the 
point clouds of sequences of scans are denser, reconstructing 
detailed scenes elements, e.g., trees and buildings. Note that the 
poses in sequence-based point clouds are marked in red arrows. 

C. Cylindrical Image Generation 
To ensure viewpoint-invariance, we use the centroid of the 

input point cloud as the origin of the reference frame. A 
cylindrical coordinate system is also used to take advantage of 
the absolute heights of 3D points, reducing the influence of 
viewpoint changes. To generate high-quality images, the ranges 
of the z value are normalized from 0 to π and the cylindrical 
coordinate system is modified as: 

atan2 , , 2
arctan / / 2, ( ),

2 2r= x + y
= (y x) [0, ]

h= (z l) h 0,
q p q p

p p
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+ Î
+ Î                       (1) 

where (x, y, z) is the position of 3D point in Cartesian 
coordinates, atan2(y, x) returns the azimuth angle from the 
origin to the position (x, y), whose value is from –π to π. l is a 
normalizing factor. 



  

To divide cylindrical space into M×N (360×180 in this work) 
voxels shown in Fig. 3 (b), we use M generatrices and N-1 
contours of the cylinder. The mth generatrix gm and the nth 
contour cn are defined as: 

.

m

n

2g = m ,m [0,M -1]
M

c = n ,n [0,N]
N

p

p

ì ´ Îïï
í
ï ´ Î
ïî

                              (2) 

Generally, 3D points of a point cloud are redundant owing to 
LiDAR’s fine scanning resolution and sequence-based place 
definition. To improve computing efficiency, for each voxel 
shown in Fig. 3 (b), we only reserve the point Pm,n closest to 
vehicle in Euclidean distance. If there is no 3D point in a voxel 
Dm,n, we set Pm,n equal to (0,0,0). After the reduction of point 
cloud, we obtain M×N voxels which contain at most one point. 

To generate image models, we regard each voxel as a pixel 
in our cylindrical image representations. Then, we use the 
geometrical relationship among the point Pm,n and its neighbors 
to compute the value of pixel PIm,n: 

( )

( )
,

m-1,n-1 m,n m,n m+1,n+1 m,n
m n

m,n

255(1- ), = P P ,P P ,P 0,0,0
2PI =
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p
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   (3) 

where a is the intersection angle between vector
m-1,n-1 m,nP P  and 

vector 
m,n m+1,n+1P P . Finally, the cylindrical surface is spread out 

into a flat according to generatrix g0. 
It can be seen from Fig. 5, the exampling point clouds of a 

same scene across seasons (winter and summer) and their 
corresponding image representations are presented. Though the 

     
(a) Original winter point cloud       (b) Original summer point cloud 

      

(c) Winter image representation     (d) Summer image representation 
Fig. 5 Examples of original point clouds and their image representations across 
season. Top figures show the original point clouds, while bottom ones are the 
image model generated. Though the point clouds of the trees and buildings 
behind are in significant difference across seasons, the resulting images 
represent the layout of the scene well and are similar with each other. 

 
(a) Original point cloud                         (b) Reduced point cloud 

Fig. 6 The comparison between original point cloud and reduced point cloud by 
cylindrical projection. 

 
Fig. 7 Presentations of the nonlinearity of arc tangent function 

      
(a) l=20 m                                  (b) l=15 m                               

      
(c) l=10 m                                  (d) l=5 m                                 

Fig. 8 The comparisons among image representations of a place with different 
values of normalizing factor l. 

appearances of point clouds across seasons are distinct, the 
resulting images extensively represent the contexts and layouts 
of scenes and are similar with each other. As shown in Fig. 6, 
though most of the points are removed after reduction, the 
reduced point cloud maintains the fundamental structures of 
the scene. Note that the reduced point cloud removes the point 
cloud representing the ground, which is less useful for place 
recognition. 

D. Discussions 
Note that the normalization of h introduces nonlinearity in 

Eq (1) because of the nonlinearity of arc tangent function shown 
in Fig. 7. In our work, we leverage the contexts of scenes to 
achieve place recognition, and the main component elements of 
scenes are buildings and trees actually. Figure 8 shows four 
exampling image representations of a same place using different 
values of normalizing factor l. From Fig. 8 (a), we can see that 
the objects, especially the trees, occupy fewer image pixels 
when l equals to 20 m, which presents less structures and scene 
details. Due to the seasonal changes of trees, buildings tend to 
have more stable features for place recognition. However, the 
heights of trees in image presentation shown in Fig. 8 (d) are 
unreasonable and close to ones of buildings because of too 
small l value. 

As shown in Fig. 7, a demarcation point whose position is 
(1, π/4) determining the rising rate is marked in the plot of arc 
tangent function. When the z value of an object is larger than l, 
the heights of the objects higher than l will be compressed. 
When l is equal to 5 m, the heights of objects higher than 5 m 
are severely compressed, especially for buildings, which is 
responsible for the unreasonable heights of trees in Fig. 8 (d). 
The image representations in Fig. 8 (b) and (c) have more 
competitive performances on presenting the structures and 



  

layouts of scenes. To reduce the heights of moving or parked 
vehicles in our image representations, l is set up to 15 m in 
DUT-AS dataset. However, the heights of buildings in Oxford 
RobotCar and NCLT datasets are lower, so l is set up to 10 m. 

Usually, the point cloud closer to vehicle is denser than the 
further ones owing to LiDAR’s flabellate scanning mode. 
Therefore, reserving the point closest to vehicle in each voxel 
can keep the details of the scenes well for place recognition. 

IV. CONTEXT-BASED PLACE RECOGNITION 
A scene is usually treated as a certain configuration of objects, 

so its recognition may need to initially detect the objects and 
their exact locations. Thanks to the high-accuracy and 
fine-resolution ranging, 3D LiDAR scans can describe the 
shapes and the locations of objects well. That is the main reason 
we use LiDAR sensors to achieve place recognition except their 
robustness to illumination changing. As shown in Fig. 2, the 
appearances of LiDAR scans are significantly affected by 
seasonal changes and viewpoint shifts, while there are few 
techniques directly based on point clouds, especially in terms of 
feature detection and description, can handle this problem 
effectively and efficiently. Though season shifts change the 
appearances of scenes, they usually cannot change the general 
shapes and locations of objects in scenes. It can be seen from 
Fig. 7 that the seasonal changes make the point clouds across 
season significantly different in appearance, while the resulting 
image representations are similar with each other in shape and 
configuration of objects in scenes, which is promising to 
achieve robust place recognition under season changes. 

A. Binarization of Image Representations 
Binarization of an image is an important technique in image 

processing, which can greatly reduce the amount of data in the 
image and highlight the contours of the objects. However, it is 
complicated for regular visual images to choose the thresholds 
for binarization. Our image representations remove most of 
information of background such as ground and sky, which 
makes the boundary between objects and background salient. 
Given the binary characteristics of our image representations, 
they can be easily binarilized to highlight the edges of objects 
and improve efficiency. The procedure of binarization is 
defined as: 

' (x,y)
0 (x,y) 0
255

I
, I ==
, Otherwise

ìï
í
ïî

                                     (4) 

where '

I is the resulting binary image, ' (x, y)I and (x, y)I  are 
intensities of the binary image and raw image at location (x, y), 
respectively. Fig. 9 shows exampling image representations 
before and after binarization. We can see that the binary 
image remains the shape and structures of the scene well with 
greatly highlighting the contours, which are more robust to 
detect. 

  

Fig. 9 The comparisons between our cylindrical image (left) and its binary 
image (right). 

B. Place Recognition based on Context of Scenes 
Instead of treating a scene as a configuration of objects, we 

regard it as an individual object, which owns its shape and 
contours [28]. To model the shapes of scenes, we utilize Gabor 
filters to detect and describe the contours of scenes. The Gabor 
filters is defined as: 

2 2 2
2

' ' '(2 )2(x,y; , , , , ) e
x y xig e

g p jd ll q j d g
+- +

=                  (5) 

where ' cos sinx x yq q= + , ' sin cosy x yq q= - + , l is 
the wavelength of the filter, q is the orientation of the filter and 
its value is from 0 to π, j is the phase deviation of the 
filter,d is the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter, g is the 
spatial aspect ratio, which determine the shape of the filter. 
Note that i represent imaginary. 

In this work, three banks of Gabor filters are leveraged to 
detect the contexts of images. Each bank consists of mхn 
filters, where m is the number of d  values and n is the 
number of q  values. The sizes of all filters are set same as the 
sizes of images, g  is equal to 1. Considering that image 
representations are converted into binary images, the 
influence of the values of parameter d  on edge detection is 
minor. However, parameter q  plays an important role in 
detecting gradient changes of intensities of images. Generally, 
considering more directions when computing gradient 
changes of intensities will create more robust descriptors of 
places but need more computational costs. To find a balance 
between efficiency and performance of the proposed method, 
we investigate the performances of three banks of Gabor 
filters, whose m values are constant equal to 4 for all three 
banks and n values are set up to 2, 4 and 8, respectively. 

To generating brief descriptors, the resulting image of 
spectrum energies with a single filter is divided equally into 4
х4 blocks and compute the mean value of spectrum energies. 
Therefore, a single image is converted into a numerical 
descriptor containing bх16 values, where b is the number of 
filters. Then, scene matching based on the Euclidean distance 
and an ANN (Approximate Nearest Neighbors) search is 
applied to achieve place recognition. 

C. Post-Verification based on Temporal Consistency 
Conceptually, the shape models of scenes belong to global 

features, which usually suffer from aliasing phenomenon 
because of scenes with similar configurations of objects. To 
remove the false positive matching results, temporal 
consistency check is utilized as post-verification. The idea of 
temporal consistency check is that the current match 

',t tv v< >  must be consistent with k previous matches 

1
,t t tv v-Ñ< > ,…, ,

kt k t tv v- Ñ< > , such that the time series 

(t1,…, tk) is uniformly ordered. To achieve temporal 
consistency check, we joint descriptor of current scene with 
descriptors of a sequence of previous scenes to construct longer 
descriptors, which is used for matching instead of the 



  

descriptor of a single scene. Furthermore, the sequence-based 
descriptors effectively improve the performance of our method 
on extreme conditional variations, such as reconstruction of 
partial buildings and heavy snows. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A. Datasets 
To verify the proposed season-invariant place recognition, 

the algorithm is evaluated on three datasets across seasons: 
Oxford RobotCar, NCLT and DUT-AS. 

Oxford RobotCar dataset was created using the RobotCar 
platform by repeatedly traversing an approximately 10km route 
in central Oxford, UK for over a year. This resulted in over 100 
traversals of the same route, capturing the large variation in 
appearances and structures of a dynamic city environment over 
long periods of time. We use the laser data sequences captured 
by the front 2D LiDAR in a pushbroom mode and image 
sequences captured by the center camera of the stereo rig. 

NCLT dataset is a large scale, long-term autonomy dataset 
collected on the University of Michigan’s North Campus using 
a Segway robot to facilitate research focusing on long-term 
autonomous operation in changing environments. The dataset 
is comprised of 27 sessions spaced approximately biweekly 
over the course of 15 months and repeatedly explore the 
campus, both indoors and outdoors, on varying trajectories, and 
at different times of the day across all four seasons. We use the 
laser data sequences captured by 3D LiDAR Velodyne 
HDL-32. 

Note that DUT-AS is a self-collected dataset across seasons, 
which contains 30 sessions over a year and repeatedly explores 
the campus on a same trajectory. Fig. 10 shows our customized 
UGV and its onboard sensors. It should be noted that the 
Integrated Positioning System is only used to accumulated 2D 
LiDAR scans in this paper. 

The sequences used in each dataset and their environmental 
conditions are shown in TABLE I. Note that the LiDAR data in 
the three datasets is captured by three different kinds of 
LiDARs, which can reflect how the algorithms perform with 
respect to different LiDAR configurations. Moreover, the 
sequence 2018-07-26-1 and 2018-07-26-2 were captured by 
driving our UGV visiting a trajectory twice in opposite 
directions in summer. 

B. Comparison Methods and Evaluation Metrics 
We compare our method with several state-of-the-art 

methods including SeqSLAM, local feature based method 
(BOW+ORB), M2DP and PointNetVLAD. SeqSLAM is a 
visual method, while the others are LiDAR based methods. 

All methods construct a database using only descriptors 
from a same single sequence and are matched to a query 
descriptor of the test sequences under seasonal changes. For a 
fair comparison, all the methods except PointNetVLAD share 
the raw point clouds used to generate descriptors. Since the 
input point clouds of PointNetVLAD are limited to 4096 
points, the larger scales of raw point clouds, the poorer 
performances of descriptors generated from reduced point 

clouds. Therefore, we use the dataset provided by authors in 
their paper. 

In this work, precision and recall metrics is used to evaluate 
the performances of our method and comparison methods. The  

 
Fig. 10 Customized robot used for experiment 

TABLE I.  DETAILS OF THREE DATASETS 

Dataset Sequence Environmental 
Condition 

LiDAR 
Model 

NCLT 
2012-03-17 winter Velodyne 

HDL-32 2012-08-04 summer 

Oxford 
RobotCar 

2014-12-16 winter/night 
SICK 

LMS-151 2015-02-03 winter/snow 

2015-05-19 summer 

Ours 
(DUT-AS1) 

2018-04-17 winter 
SICK 

LMS-511 2018-05-14 summer 

2018-12-11 winter/snow 

Ours 
(DUT-AS2) 

2018-07-26-1 summer 
SICK 

LMS-511 2018-07-26-2 summer 
2018-12-27 winter 

precision is defined as the ratio between the number of correct 
detections and all the results detected, and the recall, as the 
ratio between the correct detections and all the expected loop 
events in the ground truth [29]. We consider it as a correct 
detection only if the descriptor of a query place in test 
sequences is matched with the descriptor of the exactly same 
place in database. 

C. Comparison Results with the-state-of-the-art Methods 
In this section, we compare our method with 

the-state-of-the-art visual and LiDAR place recognition 
methods to prove the superior performance of our system. 

1) Local feature based method VS our method 
We firstly investigate how the seasonal changes affect the 

performances of local and global feature descriptors on place 
recognition, using the proposed image representations of 
LiDAR data. Our method is compared with a baseline which 
uses BOW (Bag of Words) technique and ORB features. Note 
the point clouds in Oxford RobotCar and DUT-AS datasets are 
acquired by a 2D LiDAR in a pushbroom configuration, while 
the point clouds in NCLT are obtained using a 3D LiDAR. As 
shown in Fig. 11, our method outperforms BOW+ORB on all 
of the datasets. The reason is that local feature descriptors can 
be easily affected by the local region changes caused by 
vegetation reproduction. We also can see that BOW+ORB 



  

performs better on Oxford and DUT-AS datasets than on 
NCLT dataset. The reason is that NCLT dataset consists of 

more vegetation compared with the other two dataset, which 
results in more drastic seasonal changes. 

              
(a) Summer vs. Winter/Snow in DUT-AS dataset                  (b) Summer vs. Winter in DUT-AS dataset 

     
(c) Summer vs. Winter/Snow in Oxford dataset       (d) Summer vs. Winter/Night in Oxford dataset               (e)Summer vs. Winter in NCLT dataset              

Fig. 11 Comparisions of performances between our methods with Seq-SLAM, M2DP, PointnetVLAD and local feature based method on DUT-AS, NCLT and 
Oxford datasets. Note that PointnetVLAD and our method are only compared on Oxford dataset, which is the only one dataset PointnetVLAD was trained on.

2) Visual method VS our method 
To evaluate the performance of our method on various 

seasonal conditions, we compare our method with SeqSLAM 
on Oxford and DUT-AS datasets. On Oxford RobotCar dataset, 
we match the sequence collected during summer daytime 
against the ones from winter night and winter snow. As shown 
in Fig. 11, our method achieves better precision-recall 
performances compared with SeqSLAM under these 
challenging perceptural conditions. In Fig. 11 (d), the perform 
ance of SeqSLAM reduces drametically due to the disability of 
vision in challenging night dark environments. 

3) Direct method based on 3D point clouds VS our method 
To prove that our method outperforms direct method based 

on 3D point clouds, our method is compared with M2DP on all 
of the datasets, which is a global descriptor of a 3D point cloud 
used for place recognition. As shown in Fig. 11, our method 
outperforms M2DP on all of the datasets. For instance, for the 
test matching the summer sequence against the winter-snow 
one in Fig. 11 (c), the recall rates of our method without and 
with temporal consistency check are respectively 46.82% and 
100% when the precision is 100%, while the corresponding 
recall rates of M2DP is 22.78%. As a global descriptor 
focusing on the distribution of 3D points, M2DP performs 
worse under seasonal changes compared with under ideal 
conditions. There may be two main reasons responsible for 
M2DP’s poor performance. Firstly, global features suffer from 
confusions of scenes with similar architectures. Secondly, the 
point clouds of the same scene under different seasons tend to 
be diffenrent in terms of appearance and structure, which are 
not explicitly considered in M2DP. 

4) Deep learning based method VS our method 

Inspired by success of deep learning techniques on visual 
place recognition, convolutional neural networks are tried to 
solve LiDAR place recognition under challenging 
environments. PointnetVLAD is recently proposed, which was 
only trained on Oxford dataset. As shown in Fig. 11 (c) and (d), 
both of our methods without and with temporal consistency 
check outperform PointnetVLAD on Oxford dataset. In Fig. 11 
(c), the precision-recall curve of our method without temporal 
consistency check is close to the one of PointnetVLAD. 
However, the max recall of our method when the precision 
equal to 100% is 26.15%, while the one of PointnetVLAD is 
11.69%. The reason responsible for the poor performance of 
PointnetVLAD is attributed to the scenes with similar layouts 
and sparsities of point clouds (4096 points per scene). 

From the above, our method has a competitive performance 
compared with the-state-of-the-art methods under challenging 
environments, such as poor illumination, heavy snow and 
season shifts. 

D. Context-based Place Recognition across Season  
In this section, we investigate the validity and the 

performance of our method with different configurations of 
parameters on three public datasets across season. Usually, the 
appearances and structures of the same scene differ the most 
during the winter and summer in a year. Therefore we use the 
data captured in winter and summer of three datasets to confirm 
the performance of the proposed method. It should be noted 
that the data captured in winter night is used to match against 
the one captured in a sunny summer day in Oxford dataset , and 
the data captured in winter with heavy snow is used to match 
against the one captured in summer in both Oxford dataset and 
DUT-AS dataset. As shown in Fig. 12, all of the the 
precision-recall curves with different configurations of 



  

parameters show good performance of our method on three 
public datasets across seasons. The precision of the 

precision-recall curve with worst performance is 80% when the 
recall rate is 100%, which is test on on NCLT dataset. 

                 
(a) Summer vs. Winter/Snow in DUT-AS dataset                                 (b) Summer vs. Winter in DUT-AS dataset                                          

   
(c) Summer vs. Winter/Snow in Oxford dataset          (d) Summer vs. Winter/Night in Oxford dataset              (e)Summer vs. Winter in NCLT dataset              

Fig. 12 Place recognition across season based on contexts of scenes with three banks of filters on Oxford and DUT-AS datasets. S and Or represent the number of 
scales and the orientations of filters, respectively. Sequence represents the sequence-based temporal consistency check.

Though our method without temporal consistency check 
achieve good performances on three datasets on the whole, the 
resulting max recall rates when the presicion is 100% is 
fluctuant and not suitable for real application. The reason is that 
our method without temporal consistency check suffers from 
aliasing phenomenon caused by scenes with similar layouts of 
objects. To solve this problem, sequence-based temporal 
consistency check is used to remove false-positive matching 
results. Consequently, the resulting max recall rates when the 
presicion is 100% are improved significantly, which are 
presented in TABLE II. 

Compared with Oxford RobotCar and DUT-AS datasets, the 
performance of our method on NCLT dataset is relatively poor. 
Note that the LiDAR data in Oxford RobotCar and DUT-AS 
datasets are captured by car-like robots, whose orientations on 
road are limited. On the contrary, the point clouds in NCLT 
dataset are captured by a two-wheeled robot, whose orientation 
on road can be arbitrary. Since our cylindrical image model is 
spread out to a flat according to the direction of the robot, the 
undisciplined directions of robot slightly affect the 
performance of our method. 

In addition, we compare contexts detection with different 
configurations of parameters without sequence-based temporal 
consistency check to show the influence of the number of 
orientations considered on the performance of our method. As 
shown in Fig. 12, the comparasions of precision-recall curves 
hint that considering more orientations achieves better 
performance on all of the three pubilc datasets. However, 
considering more orientations of scenes means that more filters 
are used to detect the contexts of scenes, which costs more 

computational time. To make a balance between the 
performance shown in TABLE II and time cost shown in 
TABLE II.  THE MAX RECALL RATES WHEN THE PRECISION RATES IS 100% 

OF OUR METHOD WITH TEMPORAL CONSISTENCY CHECK. (S IS THE SCALES OF 
FLITERS AND Or IS THE ORIENTATIONS OF FILTERS ) 

Parameters 
Dataset S=4,Or=2 S=4,Or=4 S=4,Or=8 

DUT-AS 
(Summer VS Winter) 100% 100% 100% 

DUT-AS 
(Summer VS Winter/Snow) 100% 100% 100% 

NCLT 
(Summer VS Winter) 73.19% 78.54% 85% 

Oxford 
(Summer VS Winter/Snow) 97.12% 98.24% 99.82% 

Oxford 
(Summer VS Winter/Night) 100% 100% 100% 

TABLE III.  THE AVERAGE TIME COST OF CONTEXTS DETECTION USING 
THREE BANKS OF GABOR FILTERS ON THREE DATASETS 

Datasets #points S=4,Or=2 S=4,Or=4 S=4,Or=8 

NCLT About 
720000 41.9 ms 68.4 ms 121.8 ms 

Oxford About 
136000 42.0 ms 67.7 ms 124.8 ms 

DUT-AS About 
480000 59.1 ms 70.0 ms 124.1 ms 

TABLE III, the numbers of scales and orientations of filters are 
acquiescently set up to 4 and 4, respectively. 

E. Place Recognition under Opposite Viewpoints 
The concept of opposite viewpoint in this work is defined as 

that UGV visits the same trajectory in an opposite direction. As 
shown in Fig. 13, the difference on yaw angle between two 3D 



  

point clouds generated with opposite views is close to π. When 
converting 3D point clouds into image representations, the 
cylindrical surface is spread into a flat according to the 
direction of UGV. Therefore, the resulting image representatio- 

       
Fig. 13 Point clouds of a same place clockwise (left) and counterclockwise 
(middle) captured and their alignment (right) after using PCA technique. 

   
(a) images from point clouds under opposite viewpoints without performing 
PCA technique. 

    
(b) images from point clouds under opposite viewpoints with PCA technique 
Fig. 14 The comparisons between images from point clouds of a same place 
captured under opposite viewpoints with and without performing PCA 
technique. That images of point clouds under opposite viewpoints are similar 
with each other is owing to the well alignment of point clouds after performing 
PCA technique. 

ns are distinguishing with each other. In fact, the same object in 
image representations is shifted according to the rotation 
difference of point clouds in yaw angle relatively, which is 
highlighted by red rectangle in Fig. 14 (a). The differences 
between layouts of objects in image representation led to the 
failure of place recognition under opposite viewpoints. 

Performing PCA (Principal Component Analysis) technique 
on a 3D point cloud can find its three mutually orthogonal axes, 
which forms a new reference coordinate system. An example is 
given in Fig. 13 that the point clouds of a same place are well 
aligned with each other after performing PCA technique. 
Therefore, the resulting images have similar layouts of objects, 
which are also highlighted by red rectangle in Fig. 14 (b). Thus, 
performing PCA technique can ensure the robustness of our 
method to opposite viewpoints. 

To verify the validity of our method on place recognition 
under opposite viewpoints, we test the proposed method on 
DUT-AS dataset, which contains the LiDAR data captured on 
the same trojectory in opposite directions. Since our image 
representations need to be spread out to a flat according to a 
baseline direction, PCA technique is used to obtain the 
principal divection of a point cloud to achieve rotation 
invariance, which only focus on the structures of point clouds. 

As shown in Fig. 15, our method ahieve a good performance 
on place recognition under opposite viewpoint conditions 

without season shifts. The max recall rates achieved by our 
method when the precision is 100% is 92.05%. The 
performance of our method on place recognition under 
opposite viewpoints across seasons is good but worse than the  

 
Fig. 15 The performances of our method on DUT-AS dataset under opposite 
viewpoints with and without season shifts. 

ones without season shifts. And its max recall is 46.38%. The 
reason is that PCA technique suffers from scene changes 
caused by season shifts. It should be noted that the temporal 
consistency check for place recognition under opposite 
viewpoints should be inverse, which is not considered in our 
experiments. 

F. Discussions and Timing 
The previous experimental results verify that our method 

achieves good precision-recall performances on the three 
datasets with various seasonal conditions. 

There are several reasons why our method outperforms other 
methods on place recognition across seasons. Firstly, we 
accumulate sequences of LiDAR scans to form lager 
sub-scenes (places) shown in Fig. 4 (b), whose point clouds 
cover more salient features helpful for place recognition. 

Secondly, the raw point clouds are converted into 2D images 
by cylindrical projection, which improve the efficiency 
effectively. Cylindrical projection remains the absolute height 
information of point cloud, which ensures the tolerance of our 
image representation to viewpoint shifts. In addition, the pixel 
values of the proposed image representations reflect the 
geometric information of point clouds, which ensure the good 
performance on presenting the structures and edges of the 
scenes. Actually, the proposed image representations are like 
the ring views of point clouds, which reflect the shapes and 
position relations of objects (eg. buildings and trees) in scenes. 

Furthermore, a global descriptor focusing on the shapes and 
position relations of objects is used for matching. Using the 
context of scenes to achieve place recognition can handle the 
seasonal changes effectively.  

In reality, there exist several scenes sharing similar layouts, 
especially in urban environments. To solve this problem, we 
combine a sequence of descriptors of places, forming a more 
robust descriptor to handle the similar scenes and local 
structural changes well based on the idea of temporal 
consistency. 

TABLE IV.  THE AVERAGE TIME COST OF GENERATING DESCRIPTORS ON 
THREE DATASETS 



  

Dataset #points/scene Our method (S=4,Or=4) M2DP 

NCLT About 720000 192.4 ms 3880 ms 
Oxford  About 136000 98.7 ms 727 ms 

DUT-AS About 480000 148 ms 2334 ms 

To show the efficiency of our method, we evaluate the time 
costs of generating descriptors on each dataset, which is shown 
in TABLE IV. Our method improves the efficiency 
dramatically compared with M2DP because converting 3D 
point clouds to 2D images enhances efficiency for subsequent 
computing. Our experimental hardware is a laptop equipped 
with an Intel quad-core 3.30 GHz CPU and an 8 GB RAM. 
Time costs of our method and M2DP are test on Matlab (which 
in general is much slower than C++). 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
This paper provides a novel LiDAR based method to tackle 

place recognition with various challenging seasonal conditions 
and viewpoint shifts. It benefits from the combination of a 
cylindrical image representation of 3D point cloud and a novel 
descriptor extracting reliable layouts of scenes. To improve the 
robustness of our method, sequence-based temporal 
consistency check is proposed to handle similar scenes and 
local structural changes. Extensive experiments on three 
challenging datasets verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
method on various seasonal conditions and viewpoint shifts. In 
the future work, we will investigate the potential of semantic 
information of point clouds to solve place recognition 
problems. 
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